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and Other Charges in Scotland
2018-19

1

Temporary Consents for Trade Effluent Discharge

A temporary consent will be valid for sis months, after which time it will automatically terminate.

Category of Discharge

Charge per Consent

Low Strength / Risk
Medium Strength / Risk
High Strength / Risk

£204.40
£408.91
£681.52

2

Verification of Services

2.1 De-registration Requests

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

Verification using Scottish Water Systems
Visit During Standard Hours (Two Person Service)
First Hour
Visit During Standard Hours (Two Person Service) Per
Hour Thereafter
Visit Out-With Standard Hours (Two Person Service)
First Hour
Visit Out-With Standard Hours (Two Person Service)
Per Hour Thereafter
Visit requiring additional resources during or outwith standard hours

£23.30
£213.92

N/A
£178.08

£142.68
£281.34

£234.30

£187.26
Based on Actual
Cost

Based on 1 Hour 15
Minutes

2.2 Verification of Meter Details

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

Visit During Standard Hours –
First Hour
Visit During Standard Hours –
Per Hour Thereafter
Visit Out-With Standard Hours
– First Hour
Visit Out-With Standard Hours
– Per Hour Thereafter
Visit requiring additional
resources during or out-with
standard hours

£106.96

£89.04

£71.34
£140.67

£117.15

£93.63
Based on Actual Cost

Based on 1 Hour 15 Minutes

2.3 Verification of Water Service Configuration

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

Verification using Scottish Water Systems
Visit During Standard Hours (Two Person Service) First
Hour
Visit During Standard Hours (Two Person Service) Per
Hour Thereafter
Visit Out-With Standard Hours (Two Person Service) First
Hour
Visit Out-With Standard Hours (Two Person Service) Per
Hour Thereafter
Visit requiring additional resources during or out-with
standard hours

£23.30
£213.92

N/A
£178.08

£142.68
£281.34

£234.30

£187.26
Based on
Actual Cost

Based on 1 Hour 15
Minutes

2.4 Legal Review – Associated with Verification of Water Service or Supply Configurations

Activity

Charge

Legal (Property Ownership) Review Fee

£78.40

3

Water Shut off and Reconnection

There are two types of disconnections that we offer – temporary and permanent. You can request
and pay for either type to be carried out at your property.
We will also temporarily or permanently disconnect your supply is you fail to pay your bills. If the
supply has been temporarily disconnected, we will reconnect the supply once all outstanding bills
have been paid, including the applicable disconnection, reconnection and cost of recovery charges. If
your supply has been permanently disconnected, a new connection will need to be applied for,
subject to capacity in Scottish Water’s network.
3.1 Disconnection Surveys for Temporary and Permanent Disconnections
The cost for disconnecting your supply – whether temporarily or permanently – is based on whether
alterations to your pipework are needed. To establish what work is required, we must first carry out a
survey. If you need the survey to be done out-of-hours, i.e. out-with Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm,
the survey charges increase.

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

The First Hour of an in-hours standard disconnection survey
For each hour thereafter of an in-hours standard
disconnection survey
The first hour of an out-of-hours standard disconnection
survey
For each hour thereafter of an out-of-hours standard
disconnection survey
Survey requiring additional resources during or out-with
standard hours

£213.92
£142.69

£178.08

£281.34

£234.30

£187.26
Based on
actual
cost

Based on 1 Hour 15
Minutes

If you can commit to going through with the disconnection before the survey is even carried out, and
the survey shows that a standard disconnection is possible, we’ll reduce your charges by the amounts
below:

In-hours advanced commitment standard
disconnection
Out-of-hours advanced commitment
standard disconnection

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

-£142.68

-£178.08

-£187.26

-£234.30

3.2 Temporary Disconnection
A temporary disconnection should not last more than three months. Disconnections lasting longer
than three months will be classed as a permanent disconnection and will be charged as such. The
fixed charges for water, waste water and surface water drainage will continue to apply for each
period of temporary disconnection. Should any further cost be incurred in securing access to carry out
the survey (e.g. legal costs) these may also be added to your account.

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

The First Hour of an in-hours standard temporary
disconnection where no pipework modification is required
For each hour thereafter of an in-hours temporary
disconnection
The first hour of an out-of-hours standard temporary
disconnection where no pipework modification is required
For each hour thereafter of an out-of-hours standard
temporary disconnection
Non-standard Temporary Disconnection

£213.92

£178.08

£142.68
£281.34

£234.30

£187.26
Based on
Actual Cost

Based on Actual Cost

3.3 Permanent Disconnection
If you ask us to permanently disconnect your water supply, you will be charged based upon the actual
cost of providing this service, but we ask that a deposit of £250+VAT is paid prior to us submitting the
request. Any costs will be deducted from this amount – any difference will be refunded, and any
further costs will be invoices upon completion of the work. Abortive visit charges will also apply.
These will be based on 1 hour 15 minutes of reasonable resources.
Inspection fee associated with permanent disconnections may also apply. If required, you will always
be advised in advance.

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

Permanent Disconnection
during Standard Hours
Permanent Disconnection outwith Standard Hours

£560.00

£224.00

£728.00

£291.20

3.4 Discontinuation and Re-establishment of Trade Effluent Service

Activity

Charge

Survey to Establish if Trade Effluent Service can
be discontinued
Discontinuation of Trade Effluent Services
Re-establishment of Trade Effluent Services
Abortive Visits

Reasonable Costs Incurred
Reasonable Costs Incurred
Reasonable Costs Incurred
Reasonable Costs Incurred

3.5 Reconnection Charges Following Temporary Disconnection

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

In-hours Reconnection
Out-of-hours Reconnection
Reconnection Requiring
Pipework Alteration

£106.96
£140.67
Based on Actual Cost

£89.04
£117.15
Based on 1 Hour 15 Minutes

3.6 Service Removal Verification Survey

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

Survey During Standard Hours
for the First Hour
Survey During Standard Hours
per Hour Thereafter
Survey out-with Standard
Hours for the First Hour
Survey out-with Standard
Hours per Hour Thereafter
Survey requiring additional
resources during or out-with
standard hours

£106.96

£89.04

£71.34
£140.67

£117.15

£93.63
Based on Actual Cost

Based on 1 Hour 15 Minutes

4

Metering Services

Metering your supply allows us to bill you based on your actual consumption and allows you to
monitor and manage your usage. Our metering services will help you get a meter installed, keep it
working properly and make sure it’s the right size for your property.
If you have any questions regarding meters that we haven’t answered here, please call our Customer
Service Team on 0330 333 6510 or email at customersupport@castlewater.co.uk
If you ask for a meter to be installed at your un-metered property, then we will request the service
from Scottish Water and charge you based on the meter installation standard charges as shown
below.
Meters will only be installed where practicable, so we must first carry out a survey at your property to
make sure that the installation is possible. When this is not possible, we will explain the circumstances
behind Scottish Waters decision.
If you need the survey to be done out of hours, i.e. out-with 8am to 6pm Monday to Friday, the
survey charges increase. Scottish Water will also need to survey the property if you require a different
size of meter or you’d like the meter to undergo an accuracy test and the meter is subsequently
found to be accurate.
Meter Installation
If it is possible to install your meter, but the installation requires one or more of the following, you will
be charged based on the actual cost of undertaking the installation:





Separating the water supply pipe to your property, if it also supplies another property
Substantial plumbing work
Installing more meters, for example because the property has more than one water supply
Installing a meter elsewhere in the property, other than Scottish Waters preferred location

Wherever possible, we will notify you in advance of these charges. In all other cases, the following
charges apply.

4.1 Survey Charge for Change of Meter

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

In-hours Meter Survey
Out-of-hours Meter Survey
Meter Surveys Requiring
Additional Resources

£213.92
£281.34
Reasonable Costs Incurred

£178.08
£234.30
Reasonable Costs Incurred

4.2 Survey Charge for Meter Accuracy Test

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

Survey During Standard Hours
for the First Hour
Survey During Standard Hours
per Hour Thereafter
Survey out-with Standard
Hours for the First Hour
Survey out-with Standard
Hours per Hour Thereafter
Survey requiring additional
resources during or out-with
standard hours

£106.96

£89.04

£71.34
£140.67

£117.15

£93.63
Based on Actual Cost

Based on 1 Hour 15 Minutes

4.3 Meter Installation

Meter Size (mm)
Above Ground / Internal Meter
Below Ground Meter (No Dig Up)
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Verge
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Footpath
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Road
Below Ground no Dig Up + MSM Meter in Verge
Below Ground, dig up and install ebco box +
MSM meter in verge
Below ground, dig up and install ebco box +
MSM meter in surfaced footpath
Below ground, dig up and install ebco box +
MSM meter in road

Meter Size (mm)
Above Ground / Internal Meter
Below Ground Meter (No Dig Up)
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Verge
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Footpath
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Road
Charge for Abortive Visit - £89.04

15

20

25

30

40

50

80

100

150

£329.58 £345.27 £397.59 £476.05 £810.87 £1043.67 £1179.68 £1422.95 £1692.37
£517.90 £533.59 £585.93 £664.39 £708.87 £1323.55 £1459.56 £1702.83 £1974.86
£1067.20 £1082.90 £1101.20 £1135.22 £1213.69 £1632.82 £1770.84 £2014.09 £2283.52
£1067.20 £1082.90 £1101.20 £1135.22 £1213.69 £1632.82 £1770.84 £2014.09 £2283.52
£1430.78 £1446.49 £1532.56 £1577.27 £1621.72 £1854.55 £1990.56 £2233.81 £2503.23
£196.00
£740.25

£208.32
£745.48

£221.31
£792.56

£824.88

£837.31

£923.44

£1056.47 £1061.97 £1109.06

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

600

£763.84
£782.99
£1955.96

£1111.37
£1130.41
£2307.31

£1298.41
£1317.56
£2544.41

£1798.49
£2146.03
£5251.90

£2235.52
£2626.84
£6013.39

£2511.1
£2902.48
£6288.91

£3047.63
£3504.48
£6891.02

£3810.01
£4310.65
£7697.20

£2035.60

£2383.24

£2570.40

£5372.08

£6098.84

£6374.48

£6976.36

£7782.65

£2324.22

£2549.56

£2870.67

£5674.25

£6855.40

£7251.10

£7852.99

£8659.28

4.4 Changing Meter Sizes

Meter Size (mm)
Above Ground / Internal Meter
Below Ground Meter (No Dig Up)
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Verge
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Footpath
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Road
Below Ground no Dig Up + MSM Meter in Verge
Below Ground, dig up and install ebco box +
MSM meter in verge
Below ground, dig up and install ebco box +
MSM meter in surfaced footpath
Below ground, dig up and install ebco box +
MSM meter in road

Meter Size (mm)
Above Ground / Internal Meter
Below Ground Meter (No Dig Up)
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Verge
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Footpath
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Road
Charge for Abortive Visit - £89.04

15

20

25

30

40

50

80

100

150

£217.61
£229.04
£799.00

£244.94
£256.36
£826.33

£278.65
£289.96
£914.48

£322.67
£334.20
£958.38

£861.61

£888.94

£973.05

£1017.29 £1148.78 £1356.43 £1458.68 £1498.89 £1996.51

£541.63 £595.16 £678.27 £763.84 £904.17
£560.67 £614.20 £697.42 £737.63 £923.21
£1074.97 £1303.56 £1392.60 £1432.92 £1915.31

£1008.33 £1035.66 £1123.80 £1167.82 £1305.36 £1512.89 £1622.99 £1663.42 £2166.97
£382.92
£811.77

£395.36
£827.23

£485.40
£914.48

£874.38

£889.84

£973.05

£1021.32 £1036.78 £1123.80

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

£1600.36
£1638.56
£2792.49

£1950.36
£1988.56
£3146.41

£3018.51
£3396.06
£4597.26

£4552.12
£4929.56
£8165.92

£5343.29
£5764.64
£9121.05

£6389.37
£6810.60
£10167.02

£8518.27
£9005.24
£12361.77

£2872.35

£3222.35

£4717.44

£8251.37

£9206.40

£10252.48

£12447.00

£3160.75

£3388.56

£4959.36

£9008.04

£9962.96

£11129.10

£13323.74

600

4.5 Replacing or Repairing Damaged Meter
It is your responsibility to make sure that your meter is protected and kept in good condition. If your meter is damaged by frost or by someone other than a
representative of Castle Water or Scottish Water, then the charge below will apply for repairing the meter. Wherever possible, we will notify you in advance
of these charges.
We may also charge you for the volume of water that we estimate would have passed through the damaged meter during the time that it was damaged.

Meter Size (mm)
Above Ground / Internal Meter
Below Ground Meter (No Dig Up)
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Verge
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Footpath
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Road
Below Ground no Dig Up + MSM Meter in Verge
Below Ground, dig up and install ebco box +
MSM meter in verge
Below ground, dig up and install ebco box +
MSM meter in surfaced footpath
Below ground, dig up and install ebco box +
MSM meter in road
Above Ground Replace Helix 4000 Mechanism
Below Ground Replace Helix 4000 Mechanism

15

20

25

30

40

£183.12
£206.08
£745.47

£210.44
£233.40
£772.80

£244.27
£267.12
£860.94

£288.28
£311.24
£904.96

£449.90
£487.98
£979.21

£812.00

£839.32

£923.44

£967.56

£1056.94 £1238.94 £1372.00 £1395.52 £1738.46

£954.80

£982.12

£1070.27 £1114.40 £1209.71 £1391.71 £1534.40 £1557.92 £1904.78

£196.00
£758.35

£208.32
£770.67

£221.31
£860.94

£824.88

£837.31

£923.44

£967.79

£980.22

£1070.27
£284.92
£304.08

50

80

100

150

£477.68 £591.69 £615.21 £646.12
£515.87 £629.77 £653.40 £684.32
£1182.16 £1303.90 £1327.53 £1653.34

£291.64
£310.68

£355.37
£374.52

£381.13
£400.28

£406.89
£426.04

4.5 Replacing or Repairing Damaged Meter (Continued)

Meter Size (mm)
Above Ground / Internal Meter
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Road
Below Ground Meter (No Dig Up)
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Verge
Below Ground Dig Up and Rebuild Chamber in
Surfaced Footpath
Above Ground Replace Helix 4000 Mechanism
Below Ground Replace Helix 4000 Mechanism

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

600

£744.80
£782.99

£1092.22
£1130.41

£1279.37
£1317.56

£1779.45
£2146.03

£2216.48
£2626.84

£2492.22
£2902.48

£3028.48
£3504.48

£3790.86
£4310.65

£1955.96
£2035.60

£2307.31
£2383.24

£2544.41
£2570.40

£5251.90
£5372.08

£6031.39
£6098.84

£6288.91
£6374.48

£6891.02
£3976.36

£7697.20
£7782.65

£2324.22

£2549.56

£2870.67

£5674.25

£6855.40

£7251.10

£7852.99

£8659.28

£527.96
£547.00

£572.76
£630.00

£655.76
£674.68

Charge for Abortive Visit - £89.04
4.6 Meter Accuracy Test
If you believe that your water meter is not registering correctly, then we can arrange for it to be tested by Scottish Water. If the meter is found to be
recording your usage accurately (within 5%), you will be charged for the testing, as per below. If it has been recording your usage inaccurately, this will be
corrected at no cost to you.

Meter Size (mm)
Meter Accuracy Test

Meter Size (mm)
Meter Accuracy Test
Charge for Abortive Visit - £89.04

15

20

25

30

40

50

80

100

150

£540.71

£540.71

£540.71

£540.71

£540.71

£540.71

£872.59

£936.76

£1030.40

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

600

£1376.59

£1724.12

£1911.28

£3067.45

£3548.38

£3976.78

£4578.89

£5690.83

5

New Connections

Castle Water will process applications for all new connections to the public network for all
commercial developments, but Scottish Water will process all non-commercial applications directly.
There is an application fee of £101.36+VAT that applied to all new connection applications. If you
decide not to proceed with the connection, this will not be refunded.
There are four main elements to the new connection charge. Any additional costs will be quotes to
you in advance of any work being carried out.





Infrastructure Charge
Connection Charge
Inspection Charge
Building Water

5.1 Infrastructure Charge
For new properties, or properties that have not previously been connected to the network, you will
be charged for each connection to the public water mains or sewerage network.
For commercial house developments and self-build houses, the infrastructure charge will be applied
by Scottish Water; for non-household developments, the infrastructure charge will be applied by
Castle Water as described below.
The infrastructure charge may also apply where a site is redeveloped, resulting in a greater demand
for water from the site.
The standard charge applies to each property or sub unit. For example, a development incorporating
a block of six offices units will be charged six infrastructure charges.
Water
Sewerage

£393.23 per property or sub unit
£393.23 per property or sub unit

This charge is payable in advance of the connection work taking place.
5.2 Connection Charges
If your development includes business or industrial units, then Castle Water can arrange for new
communication pipes to be connected to the existing network, or for an inspection to take place to
ensure that your own connection work meets all the relevant construction standards. Please note, the
communication pipe is the pipe between the public main and the boundary of the road the main is in.
All connections to the public mains and sewerage network must be inspected; however, if your
development is entirely domestic, then Scottish Water will provide these services for you directly.
If the communication pipe has a diameter no larger than 32mm, we will charge a fixed sum for the
connection. An additional charge applies if a second ‘manifold’ connection is required, and the work
will be carried out at the same time as the first connection.

Scottish Water arranges for the labour and material needed to complete the pipe laying work for the
connection to the existing trunk main only. You will be responsible for:




Arranging all excavation work (or providing suitable ducts, or both)
Filling in and reinstating the footpath and road
Providing all materials, including a water toby (external stopcock) or meter chamber

If the communication pipe has an outside diameter larger than 32mm, the above still applies, but the
charge will reflect the actual cost of the work carried out. You will be asked for an advanced payment
based on an estimated cost of the work. If the actual cost is less, we will refund the different; if the
actual cost is more, you will be invoiced for the balance.

Connection to live water
mains (32mm outside
diameter and below)
Connection to live water
mains greater than 32mm
Sewerage connection

Part 2
(non-trunk main)

Part 3
(trunk main)

Abortive Visit Charge

£333.64

Reasonable Costs
Incurred

Based on 1 Hour 15
Minutes

Reasonable Costs
Incurred
Based on Actual Cost

Reasonable Costs
Incurred
Based on 1 Hour
15 Minutes

Based on 1 Hour 15
Minutes
Based on 1 Hour 15
Minutes

5.3 Inspection Charges
If you or your contractor have made the water connection to a self-lay main, constructed by
agreement with us in accordance with Water for Scotland guidelines, we will charge an inspection fee
to approve a water or sewerage connection.

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

Inspection Fee (Water)
Inspection Fee (Sewerage)
Sewer CCTV (Where faults are
detected)

£71.00
£71.00
£125.21

Based on 1 Hour 15 Minutes
Based on 1 Hour 15 Minutes
N/A

5.4 Repeat design review charge
All designs for a water connection are subject to review. Where a submission is not to an appropriate
standard or is deficient this will be returned for amendment. Repeat design review charges will apply
in situations where the resubmitted details are subject to further technical review.

Type of Review

Description

Charge

Minor Review

(Other than Corrections) up to
1 hour
1 to 3 hours

£47.49

More than 3 hours

£71.34 per hour

Standard Repeat Design
Review
Major Repeat Design Review

£142.58

6

Building Water

All building water requests for non-household developments should be directed to Castle Water and
not Scottish Water. Customers requiring water for self-build houses and commercial house
developments should contact Scottish Water directly.
The charges will be zero rated for VAT purposes for all business customers, except those whose main
business activity is within Divisions 1 to 5 of the 1980 Standard Industrial Classification. Where
applicable, VAT will be added at the standard rate to the charges shown below.
6.1 Water for Business and Industrial Developments
For all other commercial building work, we base the charge on two components, where the site is unmetered:



A percentage of the estimated cost reported in planning permission applications and building
warrant approvals. The total estimated cost is the total price of the contract less the value of
any pre-mix concrete.
The actual cost incurred by us for providing and removing the water supply

Construction Type
(Based on construction costs)

Charge

All traditional work with a contract price of up
to £500,000 (excluding costs of ready-mix
concrete)
All traditional work with a contract price greater
than £500,000 (excluding costs of ready-mix
concrete)
All non-traditional work, modernisation and
cost, rehabilitation contracts (excluding costs of
ready-mix concrete)
Additional charge for providing and removing
the water supply

0.3% of the total estimated contract price
0.3% of the first £500,000 of the total estimated
contract price, 0.15% for the rest of the total
estimated contract price
0.15% of the total estimated contract price
Based on actual cost

Where Scottish Water has approved that a metered supply can be used to supply building water for
construction activities both fixed and volumetric water charges apply, at standard rates and the cost
incurred by us for providing and removing the water supply.

6.2 Site Accommodation Water
Where water and/or waste water supply to site accommodation is un-metered, fixed and volumetric
charges will apply in addition to any building water charges. Fixed charges will be based on the 20mm
meter annual charge and the number of weeks the supply has been made available. Volumetric
charges will be applied using the current metered volumetric charges and an assessment of the
volume of water used.
The assessment of the volume of water and waste water used will be calculated using the following
formulas:
Water: Number of people using site accommodation x weeks on site x PCC
Waste Water: Number of people using site accommodation x weeks on site x PCC
PCC
Per capita consumption for site accommodation charges will be based on the procedure for
calculating volume at re-assessed un-metered premised.

Activity

Charge

Site accommodation charges: fixed charge per
week (water)
Site accommodation charges: fixed charge per
week (waste)
Volumetric charges

£1.73 per week

7

£1.03 per week
Same as the current volumetric charges

Sampling and Laboratory Services

The charge for sampling and laboratory services is based on actual cost.
8

Water Byelaws Inspections or on-site advice

If Scottish Water has found contraventions during a water byelaws inspection, a programme of works
and timescale for completion will be agreed with you. If the programme and timescales are not
adhered to, resulting in additional inspections by Scottish Water, additional charges will be applied.

Activity

Charge

Abortive Visit Charge

In hours
For each hour thereafter in
hours
Out of hours repeat
For each hour thereafter out of
hours
Additional resources
(irrespective of time)

£106.96
£71.34

£89.04

£140.67
£93.63

£117.15

Reasonable costs incurred

Based on 1 hour 15 minutes

9

Copies of bills

We will always issue you with regular bills, but we also know that sometimes you need extra copies.
If you need an email copy that we’ve already sent to you, a charge of £2.50+VAT is applicable for each
bill you require.
If you need a paper copy of a bill that we’ve already sent to you, a charge of £5.00+VAT is applicable
for each bill you require.
To request a copy invoice, contact our Customer Service Team at
customersupport@castlewater.co.uk or on 0330 333 6510.

10

Statement of Account

Castle Water can supply you with a history of your account, like a bank statement. Our statement of
account service can summarise the bills, payments, amendments and current balance of your
account, and present it to you in one comprehensive document.
The charge for providing a statement of account is £10+VAT for each statement we produce.

11

Other Goods and Services

The main services that Castle Water Ltd supplies are stated in this charging statement. Any other
services will be provided at reasonable cost and these will be explained to you at the time of request.
12

VAT

VAT is not applicable on water charges for all business customers, except those whose main business
activity is within divisions 1 to 5 of the 1980 Standard Industrial Classification (VAT does not apply to
any waste water or drainage charges). Full details of the Standard Industrial Classifications can be
obtained from HMSO. Where applicable, VAT will be added at the standard rate to the charges
shown.
The charges for all other services are also subject to VAT for all customers, regardless or their
Standard Industrial Classification.
If you are in any doubt concerning the application of VAT, please contact us.

13

Cost of Recovery Charges

If we don’t receive payment on time from you, we’ll send you reminders to pay. If we still do not
receive payment, we will issue a letter stating that we have applied a charge of £75+VAT to cover our
costs of recovery. If you continue to fail to pay your bill, a second recovery charge of £100+VAT will be
applied to your account and the case will be passed on to our Legal Team. We will inform you in
advance if your account is going to incur this charge, but to avoid running the risk of this charge being
applied, we recommend that you set up a direct debit. Not only do you receive a discount while on
direct debit, but you will be safe in the knowledge that your bills are being taken care of and no
collection charges will be applied while your direct debit is active.

